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Abstract—Intermittency and uncertainty associated with
renewable energy sources (RES) such as solar and wind would
have an adverse impact on system frequency. These impacts
could be recurring events of frequency deviation followed by
inevitable contingencies that may endanger system security.
Hence, post-fault frequency stability is essential for secure
system operations. The initial frequency deviation can be
arrested by adequate system inertia (SI) and primary frequency
response (PFR). In this context, this paper investigates the
potential of pumped hydro energy storage (PHES) for SI and
PFR under large RES integration. Generation scheduling is
performed for the day-ahead, to estimate the PFR requirement.
The study would envisage the role of PHES for inertia response
and PFR, to mitigate generation-demand balance followed by
sudden loss of the largest generation unit. Frequency security
parameters like the rate of change of frequency (RoCoF), nadir
frequency and quasi-steady-state frequency value are examined
for PFR adequacy assessment. Case studies are carried out on
New-England 10 machine test system, to demonstrate the
efficacy of the proposed model.
Keywords— Frequency dynamics Primary Frequency
response, renewable energy sources, system inertia.

I.

INTRODUCTION

System inertia (SI) and governor response was inherently
available in abundance, hence given little attention in system
operation [1]. However, the increasing generation share from
renewable energy sources (RES), synchronous generators
(SG) are being displaced. Moreover, the integrated solar and
wind plants provide zero or weak SI and primary frequency
response (PFR), due to their power electronic converterbased grid interface. This necessitates increased requirement
of inertial response and PFR under large RES integration, to
control post fault frequency dynamics.
The increased SI and PFR requirement necessitate
incorporation of frequency constraints in generation
scheduling [2]. This constraints under large RES generation
could be performed to accurately estimate the required
response under inevitable events like largest generator
outage. However, large integration of RES generation may
violate prescribed frequency security limit due to associated
intermittency and variability. This violation may lead to
emergency control like under frequency load shedding
(UFLS). In order to maintain the system security, additional
SG need to be scheduled to meet the increased system
frequency response. This additional committed units, results
in increase of system operating cost and RES curtailment to
control generation-demand balance. Therefore, to ensure
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inertial and PFR adequacy under large RES integration,
assimilation of quick responding energy storage systems
(ESS) is essential.
The ESS with adequate energy density and fast response
charactertics like PHES and battery energy storage system
(BESS) can counteract generation-demand imbalances [3-6]
and improve system frequency response [7-8]. This paper
focused on established energy storage technology PHES. The
99% of the available bulk EES capacity globally is PHES,
with around 125GW capacity [9]. The PHES is a flexible
resource can counteract generation-demand imbalance during
contingency event [10]. The integration of adjustable speed
(AS) and ternary in PHES improves its efficiency as well
provides operational flexibility. These development results in
power adjustments during pumping and turbine mode and
facilitate PHES to provide PFR [11]. The fixed speed and
ternary units in PHES are inherent sources of inertia due to
their rotating generator. Thus, PHES in the system can be
beneficial for system frequency security under variable RES
generation. The application of PHES may be constrained by
its available capacity during dispatch. Thus to assure the
inertia and PFR adequacy, requires incorporation of PHES in
generation scheduling. The scheduling of PHES in a dayahead and secondary reserve market is formulated [12].
However, post fault frequency constraints are not considered.
These, constraints are modelled and impact of wind
uncertainty on system inertia is assed at fixed penetration
level [13]. However, there is need to investigate the potential
of PHES at different integration of RES (wind and PV)
generation to analyze the SI and PFR requirement.
In this context, paper proposes a PFR constrained
generation scheduling in day-ahead to assess the potential of
PHES for inertia and PFR support under large RES
integration. The study is analyzed the system frequency
behavior under largest generator outage. The post fault
frequency constraints like rate of change of frequency
(RoCoF), frequency nadir and steady-state frequency are
examined. Further the study inspects the impact of frequency
constraints on RES power and operating cost. Proposed
methodology provides an understanding of system behavior
with large RES generation, with the overall response
requirement. The participation of PHES for SI and PFR under
different integration of RES is examined. The present study
will help the system operator to handle system under
contingency and during imbalances.

The organization of paper is as follows: section-II
introduces the frequency response constrained in generation
scheduling incorporating PHES, section-III covers the case
study and simulation results followed by conclusion in
section-IV.
II.

PROBLEM FORMULATION

The generations scheduling is modified in a way to
incorporate PHES, SI and PFR constraints under large RES
integration. The objective is to minimize overall cost of the
system as given in (1). The objective function constitutes the
conventional units operating cost along with start-up and
shut-down cost. Along with curtailment cost of load and
renewables generation. In first part of (1), a, b, c denotes the
cost coefficients of thermal units, C u & C d denotes start-up
and shut-down cost, Pg ,t is generating power of unit g at

The unit’s generation at time t is bounded by its maximum
ramp-up Rgup and ramp-down Rgdw limit as in (8) & (9)
respectively.
(8)
Pg ,t − Pg ,t −1  Rgup g , t
(9)
Pg ,t −1 − Pg ,t  Rgdw g , t
The power flow from line i to line j is controlled by its
angle  i ,  j and reactance xij at time t as mention in (10).
The branch power flow limit is mention in (11), limited by
power transmission capability. Constraint (12) limit the
maximum power generation from unit g at time t .
Pij ,t =

 i ,t −  j ,t
xij ,t

ij  l

(10)

time t .Second term has VOLL as value for load-shed LSt at

− Pijmax  Pi,t  Pijmax

(11)

cur & Pcur
time t . Whereas in third and fourth term, Ppv
,t
wind , t
denotes curtailed PV and wind power at time t with
cur
curtailment cost of Ccur
pv, t & Cwind , t respectively.
IT
T
min TC =   a.Pg2,t + b.Pg ,t + c + C u + C d +  VOLL.LSt
i t
t
PV T cur cur
W T cur cur
+   Ppv, t .C pv, t +   Pw, t . Cw, t g , t
pv t
wt

P g  Pg,t  P g

(12)

(1)
A. Generation scheduling
The basic constraints for scheduling conventional units in
day-ahead is formulated from (2)-(8). Depending upon the
units status at t and t − 1 , unit’s start-up and shut-down status
is decided by (2) where g, t ,  g ,t &  g ,t are unit’s on, startup and shut-down status. Constraint (3) restricts individual
unit to go in start-up and shut-down simultaneously.

g, t − i, t = g, t − g, t − 1 g , t
g, t + g, t  1  g , t

(2)
(3)

The minimum up UTg ,t and down time DTg ,t of the
conventional units is constrained by (4), (5) & (6), (7)
respectively.
g, t  g, t + UTg, t  i, t
(4)
1
t t  t off

UTg, t =  1 1 g
g
(5)
 0 t1  0
 g, t + U g, t + DTg, t  1 g , t
(6)
1
t t  t off
1 1 g
DTg, t = 
1  0 t  t off
1 g


g

(7)

B. Primary Frequency Response
The formulation for system inertia SI and PFR is given from
(13)-(21). The system’s obligation on PFR requirement
pfrttot should be greater than 50% of generation loss Pl
at time t mention in (13). The PFR from conventional units
pfrg ,t is constrained by generator maximum limit (14).

( )

pfrttot  50% Pl

t

(13)

pfrg ,t + Pg ,t  Pg  g ,t

i, t

(14)

The inertia from conventional unit Sysiner
g ,t in (15) depend
upon generation maximum capacity Pg , inertia constant
H g and nominal frequency f 0 . The rate of change of

frequency RoCoFt is dependent on system inertia Systtot
and it is bounded based on permissible limit as in (16).
G
g Pg H g  g ,t
Sysiner
=
t
(15)
g ,t
f0
−Pl
RoCoFt =
 RoCoF t
(16)
2 Systtot
Constraints (17)-(19), calculates frequency nadir ftn , nadir
time t n and assess the PFR contribution based on unit’s
governor ramping capability mention in (19). Here, f db
and f ufls is governor dead band and UFLS frequency limit
respectively.
2
f0 Pl
ftn = f0 − f db −
(17)
G
up
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g
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Sysp,
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(18)

)

t

(30)

iner
Systtot = Sysiner
g ,t + Sysp,t

(31)
(32)

Power balance equation is given in (33), based upon line
(19)

transfer capability Pij ,power from wind plants Ptwind , PV
plants Pt pv , and generation from conventional units Pg ,t ,

Loadi,t is served connected at bus i at time t .

C. PHES Scheduling
This section gives the PHES constraints for day-ahead
scheduling. (13) and (14) gives the power generated Ppturb
,t
and consumed Pppump
by PHES unit p during generating and
,t
turbine mode and

f0

The system total PFR and SI is given in (31) & (32).
pfrtt =  g pfrg ,t +  p pfrp,t t

The steady-state frequency fts is calculated through (20),
depending upon load damping Damp , system PFR is
assessed.
Pl − pfrttot
fts =
 f s
(20)
Damp Loadt

cf ppump

 p PP H P M t

conversion factor for water flow

 g Pg ,t + Loadtshed + Ptwind +Pt pv − Loadi,t =  Pij,t

(33)

jl

III.

CASE STUDY

The proposed work is demonstrated using New
England test system [14]. PV and wind units are incorporated
to analyze the impact of different RES integration on postfault system frequency dynamics. Hourly data of wind speed
and PV irradiance for a day is considered using New England
coordinates [15]. The total installed capacity of SG units is
8840 MW with a peak demand of 5748 MW. The data for
nominal frequency f0 (=60 Hz), maximum value of rate of
change of frequency RoCoF (=2 Hz/sec), governor dead
band f db (=36mHz), maximum steady state frequency

pump
to depending upon the flow Qturb
respectively.
p ,t and Q p ,t

deviation f s (=0.2Hz), load damping Damp (=1%), and

cf pturb power produced and water-flow to power consumed

under frequency load shedding bound as f ufls (=59.1Hz) is
opted. The system PFR requirement is assumed to be 50% of
the system largest generator. The capacity of PHES is takes as
200MW and relevant data is assumed from [16], fixed
operating cost is assumed as 18$/Kw-h yearly [17]. PV and
wind curtailment cost as 0.7$/MWh and 1$/MWh respectively
[18].
The study examined two cases broadly: (i) PFR
constrained generation scheduling with a bound on RoCoF
and steady-state frequency limits. (ii) PFR constrained
scheduling with no bounds on RoCoF and steady-state
frequency. Under these two broader sections, five different
cases are analysed: (i) Base case (case i) – conventinal units
without RE integration (ii) case ii- Base case with 20% RES
integration (iii) Case iii- base case with 30% RES integration
(iv) case iv- Base case with 40% RES integration and (v) case
v- Base case with 50% RES integration. All the
aforementioned cases (ii)-(v) are analysed with and without
PHES. The analysis is maintainly focussed on system
frequency paparameter like RoCoF, frequency nadir and
steady state frequency and its impact on system operating cost.
The PFR availability in day-ahead is assured to maintain
system security under inevitable events. The largest generator
outage is considered at time t5 .
Fig.1. gives the load, wind and PV generation profile
for a day in hourly frame. Wind and PV power generation
shown is at 10% integration. Wind avialiability is variable and
almost constant from t5 − t13 and PV is at its peak at time t13
and zero in initial and last hours of the day.

respectively.
turb turb
Ppturb
,t = cf p .Q p,t

p, t

Pppump
= cf ppump .Q ppump
,t
,t

(21)

p, t

(22)

The water at upper reservoir volU
p,t +1 and lower reservoir

vol pL,t +1 is calculated based upon its volume and water flow
at time t given in (15) and (16). The volume at upper and
lower reservoir is constrained by reservoir maximum and
minimum limits as in (17) and (18). The water flow from
during generating and pumping mode is constrained by (19)
and (20).
pump
U
volU
− Qturb
p,t +1 = vol p,t + Q p,t
p,t

p, t

(23)

pump
vol pL,t +1 = vol pL,t + Qturb
p,t − Q p,t

p, t

(24)

vol pL,min  vol pL,t  vol pL,max

p, t

(25)

,min
,max
volU
 volUp,t  volU
p
p

p, t

(26)

max
0  Qturb
p,t  M t Q p

p, t

0  Q ppump
 (1 − M t ) Qmax
,t
p

p, t

(27)
(28)

PFR and SI contribution from PHES is based upon its
operating state as given in (21) and (22), where Ppmax is
PHES maximum generation capacity.
cons
pfrp,t = M t Ppmax − Ppturb
,t + Pp,t

(29)

Fig.1. Load, wind and PV power profile for a day

Fig.2. CG PFR share under 20% RES integration

System operating cost varies under different cases, as
integration of RES in the system leads to SG displacement,
and incorporation of PHES further declines the operating cost
of system as PHES has negligible variable O&M cost. Thus,
the overall system operating cost reduces.
TABLE I
OPERATING COST OF THE SYSTEM (in dollars)
Case
Base case
Case -ii
Case- iii
Case- iv
Case- v

Without PHES
2606027
2036930
1665624
1238284
967201.2

With PHES
2032334
1661104
1232338
963742.6
Fig.3. Rate of change of frequency for 30% RES integration

A. Bounds on RoCoF and steady-state frequency limits
In this section, along with basic SI and PFR constraints,
bound on RoCoF as 2Hz/sec and change in steady-state
frequency as 0.2 is taken. Simulation is carried on all the
cases with and without PHES in the system. Results shows
that at 20% and 30% RES integration (with and without
PHES), system frequency is maintained during largest
generator outage. However, with 40% and 50% RES
integration (without PHES) system fails to maintain
frequency limits. Although these limits can be attained on
PHES integration. A single unit of PHES with 200 MW
capacity is installed to analyses the system frequency
characteristics.

B. Frequency response characterstics (no bounds on
RoCoF and Steady-state frequency limits)
The variation of SI under diffrerent integration is plotted
in Fig.4, due to low availability of wind power and decreasing
profile of PV power from t15 , CG are committed to balance
of load in this period and hence SI is high comaparble with
base
case

TABLE II
Case
Base case
Case -ii
Case- iii
Case- iv
Case- v

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
Without
Operating
With
PHES
Cost ($)
PHES
√
2606027
√
2037064
√
√
1665598
√
×
√
×
√

Operating
Cost ($)
2032000
1661624
1232391
961442

Table -II summarizes the system operating cost with strict
bounds on frequency under different integration of RES.
The PFR contribution through conventional units
significantly affected by RES integration. As seen in Fig.2.
the PFR requirement in most of the instances is increased on
RES integration, and same is reduced drastically on PHES
integration. This shows that PHES integration lowers the
burden on conventional units for PFR support. Thus,
additional operating cost incurred due to additional
commitment for PFRs reduces.

Fig.4. System inertia under different RES integration (with PHES)

The variation of SI at different dispatch impacts the
system RoCoF. To maintain SI and thus RoCoF, PHES is
incorporated in the system, impact of PHES on system
RoCoF at 40% and 50% RES integration is shown in Fig.5
and Fig.6. It is depicted from the result that PHES improves
the frequency deviation from -3 Hz/sec to -1.8 Hz/sec and in
case of 50% integration from -5 Hz/sec to -2.31 Hz/sec.

Fig.5. ROCOF at 40% RES integration with PHES

Similarly, Frequency nadir under different RES
integration varies drastically, results in lower frequency nadir
for increase in RES. The Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 shows the variation
of frequency nadir at 40% and 50% RES integration. As can
be depicted there is sudden fall in frequency nadir at time t5
due to sudden outage at this time. Units fails to cope up the
outage of largest generator and frequency nadir may cross
UFLS limits.
Fig. 9. Shows the PFR and SI contribution by PHES.
Depending upon the system frequency response requirement
at different RES integration, PHES contributes. Case 1 shows
is 20% RES integration, next at 30% integration and so on.
There is no RES curtailment at 20% and 30%, however as
integration percentage increases, RES is curtailed. There is
no significant reduction of curtailment on PHES
incorporation, due to system security constraints.

Fig.6. ROCOF at 50% RES integration with PHES

The steady-state frequency deviation under largest
generator outage can be maintained by adequate PFR in the
system. The system is scheduled in a way to provide
sufficient response to stabilize the frequency to steady-state
value. In present study PFR is adequately available to
stabilize the frequency transients in all the under taken cases.

Fig.7. Frequency nadir at 40% RES integration with PHES

Fig.8. Frequency nadir at 50% RES integration with PHES

Fig.9. PFR and SI contribution from PHES under different RES integration

IV.

CONCLUSION

This paper proposes SI and PFR constrained generation
scheduling framework under different RES integration. The
potential well established technology of bulk ESS, PHES is
explored to address additional SI and PFR requirements. Five
different cases with different RES integration are analyzed.
The bounds on RoCoF and steady state frequency is used to
examine the impacts of SI and PFR to stabilize the system
under largest generator outage. It is observed that at lower
percentage integration of RES in the system, CG units can
provide the required response. However, at 40% and above
penetration level even CG response fails to keep frequency in
permissible range. Thus, in the present study, such cases of
large RES integration, ESS like PHES plays a vital role in
stabilising system frequency dynamics within range. System
parameters like RoCoF, frequency nadir and steady-state
frequency are analysed for their ability to control post-fault
frequency dynamics and estimate the PFR requirement.
Additional resources reduce the PFR contribution from CG
and the additional schedules. Thus results in a reduction in
overall system operating cost. As RES integration bears
negligible O&M cost, results in the overall reduction of
operating cost.
Proposed work has the potential to support SO in
enhancing system PFR and SI adequacy under large-scale RE
integration. This framework could be enhanced by
incorporating other additional resources for low inertia power
systems.
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